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Summary

This paper deals with an innovative design of a coil producing magnetic fields up to

the magnitude of 55 T within a volume of approximately a few dm3. The initial part of the

paper describes of the design of the coil. The effective magnetic field in the coil is produced

in a cylindrical volume located eccentrically inside a cylinder. Winding of the coil consisted

of wires parallel to the cylinder and axes which protrude out of the device. The coil wires

have been made of tungsten and cooled with liquid helium. The next part of the paper

included calculations concerning the spatial distribution of the magnetic field induction.

Approximate calculations were conducted for an infinitely long coil and precise calculations

for a coil of limited length. Basic parameters for the power supply and cooling systems were

also calculated. The collected results were compared with present technical possibilities and

the feasibility of the project was discussed. Significant features of the coil include the high

uniformity of the magnetic field produced, reduction of the dispersed field outside the coil

as well as its low thermal power loss.

Keywords and phrases: coil, cylinder, volume, magnetic field, uniformity, tungsten, cooling,

liquid helium

1. Introduction

High and constant magnetic fields have many important applications, including

among others in scientific research, modern technologies and medical diagnostics

[1, 2]. Generation of such fields require the use of coils made of resistive conductors

or superconductors which are cylindrical in shape. Wires in those coils form con-

centric circles or rings. The latter variant appears in so-called Bitter magnets [3, 4].

The effective magnetic field is generated inside a cylindrical space, the axis of which

is directed through the center of the scroll. Disadvantages of this solution, include

[33]
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among other things: a decrease of the magnetic field induction when distance from

the center of the opening increases and the appearance of a highly dispersed field

outside the coil.

This paper shows a design of the coil for which the effective magnetic field is

generated within a cylindrical space with a of radius r1 which is located inside a

cylinder with a radius equal r2. The cross-section of the device is shown schematically

in Fig. 1. Axis of the cylinder 1 and the axis of the recess 2, are parallel but offset

with regard to one another by distance d. It has been shown that if a current of

density j flows in parallel to its axis of such a recess, through a long cylinder, then

a uniform magnetic field is produced within such a recess. The initial assumption is

that the length of the cylinder l is much greater than its radius, which means that

the conditions l � r1, r2, d are met. The magnetic field induction Bc at any point

A inside the recess is calculated using the Superposition and Ampere’s Laws [5]. In

such case, the recess 2 is replaced with a cylinder, in which the electric current flows

in a direction opposite to that as in cylinder 1. The resultant total current within

the recess equals 0 which corresponds to the real situation. Using the designations

accepted at Fig. 1, the magnetic field induction produced by a section of the cylinder

and by the recess at point A, labelled respectively as B1 and B2 are expressed by

the formulas

B1 =
µ0 (j× a)

2
, (1)

B2 =
µ0 (j× b)

2
, (2)

where µ0 represents the magnetic permeability of a vacuum. Moreover, for vectors a

and b indicating the position of point A, it is true that

d = a− b. (3)

Using the superposition principle and formulas (1–3), it follows that

Bc = B1 + B2 =
µ0 (j× d)

2
= const. (4)

The formula (4) shows that the value of magnetic field induction is constant and

directly proportional to the current density as well as the distance between the axes

of the recess and of the cylinder. It is due to this, that in order to increase the

magnetic field induction, the recess must be located as far as possible from the axis

of the cylinder. It would be best if the recess were adjacent to the cylinder surface

and have a relatively law radius. Fulfillment of the second condition does however

result in limitation of effective recess volume in which the effective magnetic field is

produced.

The results collected are true for an infinitely long cylinder as Ampere’s law is

in such case, fulfilled completely. In practice, a monolithic cylinder with a recess

could be substituted by a bundle of parallel wires filling up the space between the
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Fig. 1. Outline for magnetic field induction calculations inside a cylindrically shaped recess
inside the conductor; 1 – conductor, 2 – recess, j – current density, Bc – inductivity inside
the recess (Bc = const.), r1 – conductor radius, r2 – recess radius, d – distance between the
cylinder and recess axes.

cylinder surface and outer recess surface. This concept along with the property of a

magnetic field, have been used within the coil proposed. Moreover, the cylinder with

the recess were located in a coaxial cylinder which is filled up by a bundle wires. The

wire bundle is composed of the same number of wires but the current inside them

would flow in the opposite direction. As a result, the magnetic field outside the entire

device has been reduced while the cylinder did not generate a magnetic field inside

the recess.

2. Coil design

The details of the coil design have been shown in Fig. 2 [6]. Inside the insulating

pipe 1 is a cylindrical working chamber 2 which is separated by a partition 3 and

is tangent to the pipe. The pipe 1 has been located coaxially at the cylinder shell

consisting of two halves 4, 5, covered from inside with insulation and bound together

by screws 6. The insulated wire which was used to made the coil winding passes in

parallel to its axis, filling the entire space inside as well as outside the pipe. Each

winding of the coil is made straight-line sections 7, 8, passing respectively inside

and outside of the pipe and arched sections 9, 10, located behind the ends of the

pipe. The wire and the shell contain holes designed to transport cooling liquid to

the winding. These holes overlap and create pass-through ducts 11. The quantities

of wire sections 7, 8, which are located inside and outside of the insulated pipe 1 are

equal.
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Fig. 2. Coil design: a) view from one end, b) transversal cross-section, c) longitudinal sec-
tion, 1 – insulating pipe, 2 – recess (operating chamber), 3 – recess wall, 4, 5 – halves of the
shell, 6 – bolt, 7 – straight-line section of wire inside the pipe, 9, 10 – arched wire sections,
11 – cooling channel, 12 – thermos-insulating cover (Dewar vessel), 13 – inlet pipe, 14 – exit
pipe, 15 – cooling fluid, 16, 17 – wire ends, 18 – base.

As a result, the surfaces of the transversal cross-sections, contained between inner

wall of the pipe and outer wall of the recess 3 and between the half shells 4, 5, must

be equal. The coil is enclosed in a heat insulating casing 12 (a Dewar vessel with

double partitions), provided with an inlet and outlet pipes 14 that are designed to
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provide cooling liquid flow 15. The ends of the coils 16, 17 are led out of the housing

12 and connected to a direct current power source. The coil and its housing are

placed horizontally on the base 18.

The housing halve 4, 5 which have been bound together by screws 6, protect

the coil against being torn apart by electro-dynamic forces directed radially out-

side. These forces appear because of current flow in opposite directions through the

straight-line sections of the wire 7, 8 located inside and outside of the insulator

pipe 1. The half shells 4, 5, the screws 6, the cover 12 and the base 18 should be

made of non-ferromagnetic materials characterize by a high mechanical durability

such as austenitic steel. For the purposes of decreasing the thermal loss, the wind-

ing will be cooled down to cryogenic temperature. The most appropriate material

for the production of the winding is tungsten which doesn’t reach the state of su-

perconductivity but has at the temperature of several Kelvin degrees, a very low

resistivity of a magnitude of approximately 10−12 − 10−13 Ωm. Cryogenic tempera-

tures are possible to reach by means of cooling with the use of liquid helium. Because

tungsten is at these temperatures still in a resistive state, the problem of exceeding

the critical field doesn’t exist. This problem does occur in area of superconductors.

It occurs when the intensity of flowing current becomes high enough that it exceeds

the critical field which causes a rapid growth in the electrical resistance. A super-

conductor passes into the resistive state. Moreover, tungsten is characterized by a

very high mechanical durability. This is a very positive feature as coils assigned to

produce high magnetic fields are subjected to very strong tensions caused by the

electrodynamic forces. The material tetrafluoroethylene (also known as Teflon) may

be applied as an insulating material of high mechanical durability, suitable to work

in low temperature we may also be applied.

3. Spatial distribution of the magnetic field induction
for a long coil

The basic meaning of the spatial distribution of the magnetic field induction produced

by the coil has practical applications, especially the as part of the calculation of

values of induction within the operative recess. Firstly, we apply the assumption

that the length of the coil is much greater than its radius and other the transversal

dimensions (l� r1, r2, d), which is referred to as the infinitely long cylinder model.

The crosssection of such a cylinder with appropriate notations was shown in Fig. 3a.

Keeping with above assumptions it is possible to calculate numerical values of the

induction outside B0 and inside Bi of the cylinder by applying well known formulas

resulting from the Ampere’s Law [5, 7].

B0 =
µ0I

2πr
, (5)
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Bi =
µ0jr

2r
. (6)

The I within the formulas [5, 6] represents the total current intensity flowing through

the cylinder, j – the effective current density, while r – the distance of the point at

which the field induction is calculated from the cylinder axis. The assumption made

earlier that the areas of transversal cross-sections, contained between inner insulating

wall of pipe 1 and the external wall of the recess 3 as well as the between external

wall of the pipe and the inner wall of the half-shell 4, 5 are equal (Fig. 2b). The

assumptions have allowed to formulate the formula:

Sh = π
(
r22 − r21

)
= π

(
r24 − r23

)
, (7)

from which we may calculate the coil’s outside radius r4

r4 =
√
r22 + r23 − r21. (8)

Because the wire is covered with insulation, the effective current density is lower

than the current density inside the wire j1. If the wire were to have a square side

cross-section including insulation, marked as g while thickness of insulation marked

as g1, then the following condition is fulfilled

I = j1 (g − 2gt1)
2

= jg2. (9)

Formula (9) allows for calculations of the effective current density j, as an average

density in the transversal cross-section of the wire. We thereby obtain

j = j1

(
g − 2g1

g

)2

. (10)

An application of a wire with a square cross-section makes it easier to fill the space in-

side and outside the insulating pipe 1 and increases effective current density (Fig. 2).

Moreover such side-by-side arrangement of wires with a square cross-section, makes

easier making to form canals for cooling fluid. Let B1, B3, B2 represent components

of the magnetic field induction coming from inner and external parts of winding and

the recess respectively. Let Bw, Bc mean the net induction and the induction inside

the recess (effective induction) respectively. Then, using formulas (5, 6) the superpo-

sition principle and condition (7) a set of formulas has been formulated which allows

to calculate magnetic field induction at the transferal cross-section depending on the

distance from coil axis r. It has assumed that the recess is a cylinder with a radius

r2, through which flows a current with a density labelled as j.

The derived formulas have been collected in Tab. 1. Fig. 3b. shows qualitative

charts of each magnetic field induction derived by the application of those formulas.

It was further assumed that dimensions of the coil possible to practical realization

will be: r1 = 0.05 m, r2 = 0.5 m, d = 0.45 m, r3 = 0.51 m. For these values, it has

been calculated from formula (8) that r4 = 0.71 m. Current density inside the wire

j1 = 250 A/m2, thickness of the wire with insulation g = 10 mm and a thickness
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of the insulation g1 = 1 mm have all been assumed. The effective current density

was calculated using formula (10) and yielded the value of j1 = 250 A/mm2. The

assumed current density is approximately 25 times greater than the current density

applied in commonly used electrical installations made of copper. Those installations

are however not cooled. If wires are cooled, then the current density can be much

higher. In the case of internal coils of a Bitter magnet which are intensely cooled

with water, the current density reach up to 600 A/mm2 [1]. Therefore, the current

density accepted for the calculation has been well founded. Using formulas listed

in Tab. l. and the accepted values, the components of magnetic field induction have

been calculated while their graphs have been presented in Fig. 4. It follows from them

that the magnetic field induction inside of the recess would allow to reach the value

of Bc = 56.6 T.

Fig. 3. Outline of magnetic field induction calculations as a transversal cross-section for the
infinitely long coil (a) and changes of field B along distance from the coil axis r (b); 1 – inner
part of the coil winding, 2 – recess, 3 – external part of coil winding, j – current density,
Bw – resultant field induction, Bc – resultant field induction inside the recess (Bc = const.),
r1, r2, r3, r4 the radii of: the inner axis of winding, the recess, external insulating pipe,
external part of winding, d – the distance of recess axis from the winding axis. B1, B2, B3.
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Table 1. Arrangement of formulas used in calculations of magnetic field induction; j –
current intensity, r1, r2, r3, r4 – radii respectively of: inner part of the winding, recess,
external insulating pipe, external winding part, d – distance of recess axis from winding
axis, B1, B2, B3 – components of magnetic field induction appropriately coming from:
inner and external parts of the winding, Bw, Bc – induction respectively of: the resultant
and within the recess (effective).
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Fig. 4. The chart of magnetic field induction B as a function of distance from infinitely
long coil axis for current density j = 200 A/mm2, B1, B2, B3 – components of magnetic
field induction resulting respectively from: inner and external parts of winding and recess,
Bw, Bc – respective induction of: the net and within the recess (effective).

4. Spatial distribution of coil field induction of limited length

It is obvious that a feasible coil must have a limited length which would in practice

be comparable with its diameter. It is for this reason that more precise calculations

must be performed for this case. In order to simplify the calculations, an initial

condition was accepted as with a narrow straight-line conductor of limited length l

which conducts a current with an intensity of dl (Fig. 5). The contribution dB to

the magnetic field induction, as generated by the conductor at point P, located at

the distance u from the conductor as measured along a line perpendicular to it and

located at the distance z from its end (0 ≤ z ≤ l) has been by formula [8]

dB =
µ0dI

4πu
(sinα1 + sinα2) . (11)

Sins of the angles α1, α2 in formula (11) are calculated by the formulas

sinα1 =
z√

u2 + z2
, (12)

sinα2 =
l − z√

u2 + (l − z)2
. (13)
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Fig. 5. Geometric dependences at longitudinal cross-section used for calculate magnetic
field induction of the short coil; dI – current intensity at the element of wire with a length
of l.

Fig. 6. Geometric dependences of transversal cross-section used for calculating magnetic
field induction of the short coil; dB, dBr, dBt contributions of magnetic field induction
coming from the wire element with current intensity of dI respectively: total and its com-
ponents – radial and transversal.

Due to the shape of coil, a polar frame of reference has been accepted for the calcula-

tions (Fig. 6). Within such a frame, the point P is located at the distance rp from the
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coil axis. Using the cosine theorem for an OPA triangle and designations assumed in

Fig. 6 it is possible to calculate u

u =
√
r2p + r2 − 2rrp cosϕ. (14)

Using the polar frame of reference r, ϕ, the current intensity dI inside the conductor

is expressed by means of the formula

dI = jdS = jrdϕdr. (15)

The polar angle ϕ appearing in formula (15) fulfils the condition 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π.

The contribution dB to the magnetic field induction is decomposed into the radial

component dBr and the tangent component dBt, the numerical values of which are

expressed by formulas

dBr = dB cosβ, (16)

dBt = dB sinβ. (17)

For the OPA triangle, the sinus theorem may be used which is represented by the

formula
u

sinϕ
=

r

sin(90◦ − β)
=

r

cosβ
. (18)

Using formula (18) we get the following expressions for the trigonometric functions

as represented in formulas (16), (17).

cosβ =
r

u
sinϕ, (19)

sinβ =

√
1−

( r
u

sinϕ
)2
. (20)

After substitution of formulas (11), (15) and subsequently (19), (20) into the for-

mulas (16), (17), the following expressions are obtained for component contributions

dBr, dBt of the magnetic field induction at point P:

dBr =
µ0j

4π
(sinα1 + sinα2)

( r
u

)2
sinϕdrdϕ, (21)

dBt =
µ0j

4π
(sinα1 + sinα2)

( r
u

)√
1−

( r
u

sinϕ
)2
drdϕ. (22)

In order to calculate magnetic field induction values produced by a cylinder with a

length l, the inner radius rw and outer radius rz at chosen point P at the coordinates

z, rp, the following double integrals may be calculated:
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Br(z, rp) =
µ0j

4π

r=rz∫

r=rw

ϕ=2π∫

ϕn=0

(sinα1 + sinα2)
( r
u

)2
sinϕdrdϕ, (23)

Br(z, rp) =
µ0j

4π

r=rz∫

r=rw

ϕ=2π∫

ϕn=0

(sinα1 + sinα2)
( r
u

)√
1−

( r
u

sinϕ
)2
drdϕ, (24)

in which u, sinα1, sinα2 are expressed by the respective formulas (12), (13) and

(11). It is easy to notice that because of the periodicity of the sine function, the

result of calculation of (23) limited by 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π gives a value of 0. As a result, the

magnetic field has only the component Bt and is therefore directed perpendicularly

to the surface passing through the cylinder axis.

In order to calculate the spatial distribution of the net magnetic field induction,

produced by the coil in question, formula (24) was applied at first to calculate com-

ponents coming from separate elements of the winding, like in the case of the earlier

analyzed infinitely long coil. In formula (24) limits of integration were chosen ap-

propriately to the radii of elements r1, r2, r3 and r4. Next, the superposition rule

was used to calculate spatial distribution of the net magnetic field induction. For

purposes of the calculations, the length of cylindrical parts of the coil was assumed

to be l = 2 m along with the earlier given values of their radii and current density.

The conducted calculations omitted the influences resultant from arched parts of

wires 9, 10, which are outside the insulating pipe 1 because the current flow direc-

tions are directly opposite resulting in their near mutual compensation. The obtained

spatial distributions of magnetic field induction B produced by the individual coil

elements are shown in Fig. 7–9 while Fig. 10 presents the spatial distribution of the

resultant magnetic field induction produced by the coil. In turn, Fig. 11–13 showed

dependencies of the net magnetic field induction Bw from distance of the coil axis r

at its transverse plane symmetry, passing respectively: through its transverse plane

symmetry, in the middle point of the coil’s length and through the very end of coil.

Fig. 14 showed the variability of the net magnetic field induction Bw along recess

axis.

As was foreseeable, the magnetic field induction produced by the coil of limited

length l = 2 m is less than the approximate one obtained from a long coil. The

maximal induction at the middle of the coil recess is Bcmax = 55.1 T (a result of

55.6 T was obtained for the infinitely long coil). As results, from the analysis of

charts at Fig. 4 and Fig. 11–12, we see that difference for the assumed coil length and

a long one is rather small. The net magnetic field induction of a limited length coil

decreases along with the distance from the middle of recess z measured along its axis.

Changes for those distances z < 0.25 l are relatively small and equal to approximately
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of magnetic field induction B1, produced by the inner part of
winding – full cylinder of radius r1 = 0.5 m and length l = 2 m, by the effective current
density j = 200 A/mm2, the middle of the cylinder is at the point of coordinates r = 150 cm
and z = 200 cm.

Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of magnetic field induction B2, produced by the recess – full
cylinder of radius r1 = 0.05 m and length l = 2 m, by the effective current density j =
200 A/mm2, cylinder axis passes at distance d = 0.45 m from the coil axis, and its middle
is located at the point of coordinates r = 195 cm and z = 200 cm.

2.5 T. We observe a significant drop of the net magnetic field induction at the end of

the coil, where induction drops down to 28 T. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 11–12 changes

of the net magnetic field induction inside the recess due to an increase of distance r

from the coil axis in its transverse plane symmetry and at transverse cross-section

plane in the middle of the coil length, are practically not noticeable.
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Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of magnetic field induction B3, produced by the external part
of winding – pipe with radii: internal r1 = 0.51 m, external r2 = 0.71 m and length l = 2 m,
by effective current density j = 200 A/mm2, the middle of pipe is located at the point of
coordinates r = 150 cm and z = 200 cm.

Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the net magnetic field induction Bw, produced by the coil
consisting of elements shown in Fig. 7–9 (superposition of charts Fig. 7–9) the middle of the
coil is located at the point of coordinates r = 150 cm and z = 200 cm.

A significant advantage of the considered coil is that despite its large value of

the useful magnetic field induction inside of recess and a large field volume, the

magnetic field induction outside of the coil, a so-called dispersed field, is relatively

small. The chart shown in Fig. 14 shows that at a distance of 0.5 m from the ends

of the coil, the dispersed field induction is equal to approximately 3 T. The charts

found in Fig. 11–13 do however show that for the same distance from the coil’s side
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Fig. 11. Dependence of the net magnetic field induction Bw from the distance of coil axis
r at its transverse plane symmetry (z = 200 cm).

Fig. 12. Dependence of the net magnetic field induction Bw from distance of coil axis r at
transverse plane symmetry passing at the distance z = ±0.25 l (150 cm or 250 cm) measured
along the recess axis.

Fig. 13. Dependence of the net magnetic field induction Bw from distance of coil axis r
at transverse plane symmetry passing through the end of the coil z = ±0.5 l (100 cm or
300 cm).
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Fig. 14. Dependence of the net magnetic field induction Bw from distance z measured along
recess axis r = d (195 cm).

surface, the field induction is negligibly small. The dispersed field induction could be

even lower after taking into account into calculations the arched parts of wires 9, 10

(Fig. 2c). The current inside these parts flows in opposite directions and decreases

the dispersed field induction.

5. Parameters of the power supply system

Of paramount importance to the estimation of the feasibility of the coil are calcu-

lations of the parameters of its power supply. Because the coil works in a resistive

state, the power supply requires delivery of power P as expressed by the formula

P = ∆UI, (25)

where I represents the intensity of the current flowing through the winding and ∆U

symbolizes the drop of voltage. The wire has a square cross-section of side g and

an effective current density inside it is j and therefore the total current intensity is

calculated using the formula

I = jg2. (26)

Effective current density was calculated from formula (10) and equaled 200 A/mm2.

Because of side of the wire equals g = 10 mm, the total current intensity I = 20 kA.

In accordance with Ohm’s Law, the voltage drop on the winding is

∆U = IRp, (27)

where Rp represents the total resistance of the wire used for the winding. The total

resistance may be calculated from the formula

Rp =
ρlp
g2
, (28)
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where lp signifies the total length of wire, ρ – the resistivity of the material used.

In order to calculate lp the number of windings forming the coil should be known.

Because the winding totally fulfills space between insulating pipe 1 and the recess

wall 3, it is possible to state that

np =
π
(
r21 − r22

)

g2
. (29)

After entering the earlier-obtained dimensions from formula (29) we get np = 7770.

Each scroll is made of two straight-line sections of wire with a length l with one feed-

ing inside and the second one outside insulating pipe l and with two arcs connecting

those sections around the end of the pipe. For simplicity it has been assumed that

each arc is ∆l long so the total length of wire is express by the formula

lp = 2(l + ∆l)np. (30)

For the coil dimensions assumed the value of ∆l = 0.5 m was accepted. The

winding should be composed of tungsten and cooled by liquid helium. Assuming

the temperature of the winding to be 1 K, where the resistivity of tungsten was

ρ = 1.6 · 10−13 Ωm [9]. After entering this value and the earlier accepted coil di-

mensions into formula (30) and (28) the value Rp = 1.6 · 10−5 Ω was obtained. The

calculated result Rp was substituted into formula (27) and receiving thereby the

voltage drop to be ∆U = 1.57 V. Finally, the power supply was calculated to be

P = 30 kW. Because winding operates in resistive state, this power is dissipated

in the form of heat. If no cooling system were present, the coil temperature would

increase leading to an increase in the electrical resistance as well. This could in turn

lead to the increase of dissipated heat quantity, causing an overheating which could

destroy the insulation of the coil.

6. Cooling system parameters

Keeping of the resistivity assumed for tungsten requires a heat collection system. It

is for this reason very important to secure an effective cooling system of winding.

In order to evaluate the feasibility of this undertaking, the basic parameters of the

cooling system were calculated. The heat collection in systems cooled by liquid helium

is realized by the evaporation of the liquid [10, 11]. The evaporation heat of liquid

helium at a temperature of 1 K equals cp = 1.5 · 10−4 J/kg. Therefore, the mass of

helium mh which should flow during 1 s in order to remove the power P (so called

flow intensity) is expressed by the formula

mh =
P

cp
, (31)
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while the volume Vh of liquid helium is expressed as

Vh =
m

ρh
, (32)

where ρh = 145 kg/m3 is density of helium. After substitution of appropriate values

into formulas (31), (32) we get mh = 2.28 kg/s and Vh = 15.7 dm3/s. Evaporating

liquid helium increases its volume ke times. This number is called the factor of

expansion and is equal to ke = 746, so volume of gaseous helium is expressed by the

formula

Vg = Vhke. (33)

From formula (33) we obtain Vg = 11.8 m3/s. Assuming appropriate diameters of

cooling channels, it was possible to calculate velocity v of helium flow rate and the

related differences of pressure ∆p. Assuming the average channel diameter is equal

dk = 3.6 mm and the total number of channels is nk = 2·104. The area of a transversal

cross-section of a single channel Sk1 may be calculated using the formula

Sk1 =
πd2k

4
(34)

and is equal to Sk1 = 10 mm2. If we mark the total area of all channels as Sk than

flow velocity can be calculated using the formula

v =
Vg

nkSk1
. (35)

After substitution we obtain v = 56 m/s. For comparison, the total area of all chan-

nels was Sk = 0.2 m2 which was approximately 7.1 % of the area of an axial cross-

section of the coil in question, having a total area equal to 2.8 m2. For verification if

calculated flow was laminar Reynold’s number Re was calculated using the formula

Re =
ρghdkv

η
, (36)

where ρgh = 0.164 kg/m3 represents the density of gaseous helium, while η – its

viscosity. After substitution into the formula (36) ρgh = 0.164 kg/m3 and η =

0.0149 Pa·s we got Re = 2219. Because critical value of Reynold’s number is 2300, it

showed that the flow was laminar. Therefore we could calculate the pressure differ-

ence ∆p using Hagen-Poiseuille formula due to according to which η = 0.0149 Pa·s

∆p =
8πηvVhg
nkS2

k1

. (37)

After substituting appropriate values into formula (37) we got ∆p = 1.2 · 103 Pa

which corresponded to 0.023 ATM. This value is not very large and achieving it does

not pose any technological challenges.
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7. Mechanical durability of windings

A significant problem was posed by the mechanical tensions observed inside coils

which produced the high magnetic fields. In commonly used cylindrical coils, these

compression stresses compress along their axes while they stretch along the radial

direction. These stresses are caused by interaction of coil elements in which currents

flow in same or opposite directions [12]. In the coil under consideration, compression

stresses appear between winding sections located inside the insulating pipe 1 and

stretching stresses acting upon sections located outside the pipe (Fig. 2a). It is for

this reason that a shell was designed, consisting of two halves 4, 5, which, when fas-

tened together with bolts 6, transfers some of these stretching stresses and increasing

thereby the durability of the coil (Fig. 2b). Value of those stresses σ is equal to den-

sity of the magnetic field at a given point of the coil and can be calculated with the

formula

σ =
B2

2µ0
. (38)

In accordance with Fig. 4, the maximum value of the induction calculated in ap-

proximate way for a long coil was equal to 60 T. For such an induction we obtained

σ = 1.43 · 109 N/m2 using formula (38) while durability against starching tungsten

as σr = 1.72 ·109 N/m2. It can be concluded that the stretching durability of the coil

will not be exceeded. The provided durability of σr is valid for room temperatures

while the durability in cryogenic conditions is greater [10]. This would mean that

the coil in question using with tungsten windings has a certain reserve in terms of

its durability. After transformation of formula (38) it was possible to calculate that

exceeding the given tensile strength for tungsten would occur in a magnetic field

with an induction of B = 65.7 T.

8. Conclusions

The results collected indicated that the maximal value of magnetic field induction

Bcmax = 55.1 T generated by the coil in question in approximately 20 T bigger than

the induction produced by the most powerful resistive Bitter magnets [13]. This

induction is comparable with field induction produced by hybrid magnets, consisting

of Bitter magnets located inside large dimension superconducting magnet cooled by

liquid helium. The tensile strength of windings made of tungsten is not exceeded

even in the fields generated. For the coil dimensions assumed, an effective magnetic

field obtained for testing, is several tens of times larger in volume than in large Bitter

magnets. This does however mean that the dimensions of such a coil are several times

greater than of those magnets.

Power necessary to supply the coil in the magnitude of approximately 30 kW is

very low in comparison with power delivered to Bitter magnets producing fields of
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magnetic induction of 30 T. This represents approximately 10−3 of power supplying

those magnets [14]. Current intensity of the power supply I = 20 kA has a comparable

value as in the case of Bitter magnets. The flow intensity of liquid helium necessary

to keep a steady temperature of the windings, despite its heat dispersion, also has a

similar value as in the case of high magnetic field producing systems equipped with

cryogenic cooling [15].

The comparisons conducted allow for the assumption of the hypothesis that the

coil design considered here could constitute a useful source of high and steady mag-

netic fields of induction comparable to those generated by hybrid magnets. The ad-

vantage of such a coil would include: high homogeneity of effective field and its large

volume combined with a reduced dispersed field outside of the winding. Verifying

those hypotheses requires further research, the object of which would include solving

detailed technical problems, such as the way of connecting winding sections or cre-

ation of the cooling channels. An interesting topic of future research could include

calculation of what values of magnetic induction may be achieved in presently used

Bitter magnets with of plate sets made of tungsten and cooled by liquid helium, sim-

ilarly to the coil considered here. Another important question is what power would

need to be supplied in order to produce magnetic field with an induction matching

presently in those magnets while using plates made of cooper and being cooled by

water.
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CEWKA DO WYTWARZANIA SILNYCH JEDNORODNYCH

PÓL MAGNETYCZNYCH

S t r e s z c z e n i e
Artyku l dotyczy projektu innowacyjnej cewki do wytwarzania pól magnetycznych o in-

dukcji ponad 55 T w objetosci kilku dm3. W pocza̧tkowej czȩści opisana zosta la budowa
cewki. Użyteczne pole magnetyczne w tej cewce wytwarzane jest w cylindrycznej wnȩce,
umieszczonej mimośrodowo wewna̧trz walca. Uzwojenie cewki sk lada siȩ z przewodów,
równoleg lych do osi walca i wnȩki oraz przechodza̧cych na zewna̧trz tego uk ladu. Prze-
wody wykonane sa̧ z wolframu i ch lodzone ciek lym helem. W nastȩpnej czȩści wyzna-
czono rozk lad przestrzenny indukcji wytwarzanego pola magnetycznego. Przeprowadzono
obliczenia przybliżone dla cewki d lugiej oraz dok ladniejsze obliczenia dla cewki o ograni-
czonej d lugości. Obliczono również podstawowe parametry uk ladu zasilania i ch lodzenia tej
cewki. Porównano uzyskane wyniki z obecnymi możliwościami technicznymi i przedysku-
towano wykonalność projektu. Istotnymi zaletami cewki sa̧: duża jednorodność wytwarza-
nego pola magnetycznego, zredukowanie pola rozproszonego na zewna̧trz oraz niewielka moc
strat cieplnych.

S lowa kluczowe: cewka, walec, wnȩka, pole magnetyczne, jednorodność, wolfram, ch lodzenie,

ciek ly hel




